We have constructed a model of community dynamics that is simple enough to enumerate all possible food webs, yet complex enough to represent a wide range of ecological processes. We use the transition matrix to predict the outcome of succession and then investigate how the transition probabilities are governed by resource supply and immigration. Low-input regimes lead to simple communities whereas trophically complex communities develop when there is an adequate supply of both resources and immigrants. Our interpretation of trophic dynamics in complex communities hinges on a new principle of mutual replenishment, defined as the reciprocal alternation of state in a pair of communities linked by the invasion and extinction of a shared species. Such neutral couples are the outcome of succession under local dispersal and imply that food webs will often be made up of suites of trophically equivalent species. When immigrants arrive from an external pool of fixed composition a similar principle predicts a dynamic core of webs constituting a neutral interchange network, although communities may express an extensive range of other webs whose membership is only in part predictable. The food web is not in general predictable from whole-community properties such as productivity or stability, although it may profoundly influence these properties.
Introduction
The circulation of energy and material among species binds them together into an ecological community. It can be represented by a food web, which shows the pattern of consumption within the community by linking each species to those it consumes and to those it is consumed by. This has for long been an important concept in ecological theory; its history is sketched by Egerton [1] . The food web is a more abstract and a more general concept than the community, in the sense that the species composition of a community determines the structure of its food web, whereas identical food webs might be generated by any number of combinations of species. This has given rise to the hope that the principles which govern the salient features of the assembly and dynamics of ecological communities might emerge from a theory of food webs. The dynamics of food webs are complicated, however, because of the multiplicity of indirect interactions between species. Any change in the abundance of a given species is likely to affect many other species, including its predators and prey, but also including their predators and prey, and so forth, so that a shift in any element may reverberate through the whole web (see discussion by [2] ). For this reason, it is difficult to predict either how the shape of the food web will influence the dynamics of the community or which food web will be the outcome of succession.
These two problems have been neatly united by the proposition that the outcome of succession will be the food web that optimizes some property of the community. In particular, it has been argued that most communities will express a food web whose shape leads to stable community dynamics and hence to longterm persistence. The problem is thus reduced to finding how the shape of the food web affects the stability of the community, and theoretical ecologists have devoted a great deal of effort to elucidating this relationship (e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6] ; monographic review by [7] ). This approach implies that communities compete with one another and thereby generate selection for more stable food webs; how this happens is not usually explained, but selection among communities for stability was explicitly claimed as the process responsible for the shape of food webs by MacArthur [8] and Borrelli [9] , although Borrelli et al. [10] describe it as 'non-adaptive'. A more natural theory of food webs would predict the outcome of trophic dynamics without regard to any pre-defined property of the community. Food webs will emerge as the outcome of succession through the purely ecological processes of invasion and extinction [11, 12] or through the evolution of ecological attributes [13, 14] . The range of possible outcomes will be limited by three considerations: the 'support set', which is the list of species available to be recruited into a community; the 'rules of engagement', which are the attributes of these species that govern their trophic interactions; and 'external supply rates', which refer to resources or organisms entering the community from outside or redistributed among local communities. We can then ask: given the support set, the rules of engagement and external supply rates, what is the food web, or webs, most likely to be realized? In this article, we show how a simple general principle, which we call 'mutual replenishment' can be used to predict the food web, or range of food webs, that will prevail in a community with given properties.
Mutual replenishment
Any food web may be altered, that is transformed into a web with different trophic links, by the invasion of a new species or the extinction of a resident species or both. The transition matrix expresses the rate or frequency p YZ with which any given web Y is transformed into any other given web Z, and can be solved to yield the stationary distribution of food webs for any given combination of parameters. The analysis of succession by transition matrices was introduced into community ecology by Waggoner & Stephens [15] and was reviewed in the context of rocky intertidal communities by Hill et al. [16] . It has been used to analyse successional changes of species composition in a variety of communities (e.g. forest trees [17] ; insects [18] ; upland vegetation [19] ; wetland vegetation [20] and intertidal molluscs [21] ). Transition matrices have been applied to trophic structure through the theory of island biogeography by Gravel et al. [22] , Cazelles et al. [23] and Massol et al. [24] .
It is important to recall that the same web topology can arise from different mixtures of species; two communities may have identical food webs and yet have no species in common. It is a species, rather than the web itself, which enters a community and thereby alters its food web. Suppose there are two communities able to exchange migrants whose food webs can be transformed one into the other by invasion or extinction. This situation can be represented like this:
extinction -e invasion +i donor community food web Y recipient community food web Z where i is a species that invades and e is a species that becomes extinct. If i ¼ e then the two communities are coupled by the same shared species that transforms web Y into web Z when it arrives as a migrant and in turn restores web Y from web Z when it becomes extinct. In a metacommunity with local dispersal, web Y will contribute the shared species to the dispersal pool, and thereby regenerates itself through the transient formation of web Z in another community. Hence, the couple Y $ Z will persist longer than other webs that do not have this mutually replenishing property. Moreover, each may be formed from other webs by invasion or extinction, thereby adding to the frequency of the shared species in the dispersal pool. This creates a process of positive feedback, because the frequency of the shared species in the dispersal pool increases with the frequency of communities expressing web Y, which in turn increases with the frequency of the shared species in the dispersal pool. The outcome will be a metacommunity dominated by the Y $ Z couple, provided that no other pair of communities has this mutually replenishing property. Either transition, by extinction or by invasion, is unlikely if it involves the loss of a superior species (with more prey or fewer predators) or the gain of an inferior species. When either transition involves the same species, however, it is necessarily reflexive: if species i can invade because it is superior to the resident species, it is unlikely to become extinct, and vice versa. The Y $ Z couple is, therefore, a neutral couple: the shared species must be ecologically equivalent to the corresponding resident (at the same trophic level) in both webs. Indeed, any neutral couple is mutually replenishing, so it remains to identify which neutral couple, or couples, will dominate the metacommunity in any given set of conditions.
The principle of mutual replenishment provides a potential mechanism for predicting the local food web that will develop from a larger regional pool of species, without recourse to ecosystem-level properties such as stability. In this article, we show that the principle allows us to predict the trophic structure of simulated communities and describe the limits of its applicability.
A complete set of simple food webs
In order to test this hypothesis, we constructed model communities that are simple enough to be tractable while being complex enough to be interesting. Food webs were built up in a modular fashion in order to realize all possible combinations of trophic interactions in very simple ecosystems with at most three trophic levels based on two different resources. The simplest webs consist of one or two primary producers each consuming either or both of two resources. Each producer is either a specialist able to consume only a single resource or a generalist capable of consuming both resources. There are then seven non-isomorphic basic webs labeled A-G in figure 1: rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20171463
A. a single specialist, leaving one resource unexploited; B. a single generalist, exploiting both resources; C. two exclusive specialists, each consuming a different resource; D. two competing specialists, both exploiting the same resource, hence leaving the other resource unexploited.
The mirror-image of D gives rise to a strictly equivalent web, even when the notation is extended, as described below, to higher trophic levels; E and F. a generalist able to consume both resources and a specialist able to consume only one. The two types differ in fitness depending on the relative rates of supply of the two resources and on the cost of generalization. E and F are mirror images, but give rise to non-isomorphic webs when higher trophic levels are added if generalist and specialist differ in vulnerability to predators; and G. two competing generalists. These two types are neutral in a simple system, but may likewise differ when predators are allowed.
More complex webs are constructed by stacking any combination of motifs each representing one of these basic webs (see [25] for a general discussion of complex systems comprising combinations of simple motifs). As illustrated in figure 1 , the web ABG consists of a single carnivore consuming a single herbivore (motif A), which is a generalist consuming two producers (motif B), both of which are generalists able to consume two resources (motif G). Note that in this case the producers are neutral, because each has the same diet and the same predator as the other. In the web AAG both producers are generalists with the same diet, but they are not neutral because one has a predator whereas the other does not. Some combinations yield isomorphic webs, of which only one is allowed: thus, ABF and ABE are conflated (as ABE) because they have an identical configuration of trophic links. Webs that include inviable species (a carnivore or a herbivore lacking a prey species) are not considered because they would quickly collapse, by the extinction of the inviable species, to a simpler configuration.
To realize all possible viable, non-isomorphic configurations of trophic relations requires two sets of producers, two sets of herbivores and a single set of carnivores, with each set including two specialists and a generalist. The minimal support set thus comprises the 15 species linked together as shown in the electronic supplementary material, figure S1 . We now impose a constraint on community membership: any community comprises two kinds of resource, no more than two producers, no more than two herbivores and no more than a single carnivore. This is equivalent to supposing that any local community is a sample of up to one-third of all the species in a regional pool, both in total and at each trophic level separately. Excluding the null case of complete extinction, this support set leads to 94 possible non-isomorphic webs each with a different configuration of trophic links. These webs are shown in figure 2. At any given time, a community must exhibit one and only one of these webs.
This scheme 'mendelizes' the food web problem by restricting the outcome of trophic dynamics to one of a defined number of combinations of simple motifs. This makes it possible, in principle, to identify the properties of these motifs that enable the outcome to be predicted, and that is the main objective of this article. The simplicity of the system, naturally, is made possible by features that may limit its applicability to real systems. The justification of our rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20171463 approach is not that our simple system accurately portrays a natural community, but rather that predictive hypotheses should be validated in well-defined simple systems before they can be extended to more complex situations. A community with food web Z forms a pure sink (the absorbing state of a Markov chain) if it can be formed from another community by extinction or invasion, but is itself subject to neither extinction nor invasion ( p YZ . 0 for some Y, p ZY ¼ 0 for all Y, p ZZ . 0). There are no sink communities in the support set, because invasion and extinction are reflexive (if Y ! Z through invasion then Z ! Y through extinction, and vice versa). It follows that any specified web can be transformed into any other web, either directly or through a series of intermediates, by some combination of invasion and extinction. A more stringent criterion is also satisfied: that any web can be transformed into any other through functional transitions (the invasion of a superior species or the extinction of an inferior species) or at least through neutral transitions (involving ecologically equivalent species). Thus, the Markov chain is ergotic, that is, all outcomes can be reached from any starting point. The solution of the transition matrix is, therefore, a unique equilibrium which will eventually be approached from any initial web or combination of webs.
Simulation model
Trophic dynamics in these simple communities were investigated by using Uqbar, a general-purpose individual-based ecosystem model governed by rules. Briefly, the ecosystem consists of a matrix of 'slots', each of which may be occupied by a resource packet or an organism, or else is empty. A given kind of resource packet contains fixed quantities of essential, non-substitutable substrates. Organisms are either producers, which consume resource packets; herbivores, which consume producers; or carnivores, which consume herbivores. Consumption is mediated by genetic loci represented by strings of binary numbers; an organism may consume a resource package or another organism, or may be consumed by another organism, when the strings are exactly complementary (e.g. 00101 and 11010). Complementarity at several loci can be used to tune the interaction by relating the probability of capture to the degree of complementarity through a pre-assigned function. The strings that mediate producerresource interaction are called resource acquisition loci (RAL) and those that mediate predator -prey interaction are called species interaction loci (SIL). Producers have both RAL and SIL; herbivores and carnivores have only SIL. Any given species has a unique combination of RAL and SIL. Resources that have been consumed by an organism are stored at its resource storage sites (RSS). We designed the 15 taxa of the support set so that their SILs and RALs would allow exactly and only the interactions required for the simple food chains under study.
All interactions in Uqbar are pairwise and concern an Agent (which occupies the current slot) and a Patient (which occupies a random slot). If the Agent is a resource packet and the Patient is an empty slot, the packet may either persist or spontaneously decay with given probability (the decomposition rate). If the Agent is an organism, it first pays a maintenance cost imposed by decrementing its RSS. This maintenance cost is levied per RAL (for producers
, with given probability, if it is a producer with complementary RAL. If it encounters another organism, the Patient pays its maintenance cost, and one consumes the other, with given probability, provided that the criteria of trophic status ( producer, herbivore or carnivore) and genotype (complementarity at SIL) are satisfied. The resources held by the prey are added to the RSS of the predator. If the quantity of every substrate that an individual has acquired exceeds an upper threshold it reproduces; if the amount of any falls below a lower threshold it dies of starvation and is removed from the ecosystem. Offspring are provided with resources withdrawn from their parent's RSS and are relocated to a random unoccupied slot. This completes the move and execution proceeds to the next slot on the list; when all the slots have been visited the cycle (comprising as many moves as there are slots) is complete and execution resumes at the lowest-numbered slot on the list.
Outside the ecosystem lies a region containing organisms and resources from which immigrants and resources may enter the ecosystem at defined rates per move. The source of immigrants is an external community of fixed species composition: individuals move from here into the ecosystem with defined probability immediately before each move, but not in the reverse direction, so that no species can become globally extinct. Resource packets are synthesized in a resource pool which receives substrates in fixed proportions from an external source and is also supplemented by recycling, with given probability, resources from the ecosystem released by decomposition or death. A resource packet is added to the ecosystem with defined probability (the resource supply rate) immediately before each move. Within the ecosystem there may be a single community or a metacommunity consisting of many local communities which can exchange individuals. A local community may thus receive new members either by immigration from the external community or by dispersal from another community within the ecosystem. At a smaller scale, the local community itself is not necessarily homogeneous; both interaction (the distance of the Patient from the Agent) and reproduction (the distance to which offspring are relocated) may be restricted, creating a spatial grain that can be made more or less fine or coarse in relation to the overall extent of the ecosystem.
The general version of Uqbar is an eco-evolutionary model whose component species may evolve because mutation and recombination (in sexual species) of RAL and SIL provide novel variation for the coupled evolution of resistance in prey and virulence in predators. In the simplified version reported here, however, all species are asexual and evolution is not permitted. The details of operation of Uqbar are described in Bell [14] and in the online electronic supplementary material as 'Introduction to Uqbar'. The programs used here can be downloaded from http://biology. mcgill.ca/faculty/bell/foodwebs.html.
Results
We first consider the outcome of community dynamics when the ecosystem is initially empty and immigrants are drawn from an external pool of fixed composition. For the first few hundred cycles the community becomes more complex rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20171463 as new species are added, but thereafter undergoes little if any directional change. We have illustrated the outcome of community dynamics by using a combination of parameter values (the 'standard system') within the range that permits any of the 94 possible food webs to persist in the long term as a large closed system, that is, when immigration is not permitted and when each species is sufficiently abundant that stochastic extinction is rare. We estimated the frequency of each web in 100 replicate communities each comprising 10 000 slots between cycle 1000 and cycle 3000 for the standard system. We then investigate the consequences of altering parameter values, including local dispersal within metacommunities.
(a) Succession leads to a range of outcomes
At any given time the community expresses one and only one food web. This food web varies with time in any single community, however, and differs among replicate communities that have identical initial state and parameter values but different random-number seeds. We have never observed convergence on a single food web, provided that parameter values permit one or more species to persist. Hence, the outcome of succession for any particular combination of parameter values is not a unique web, but rather a frequency distribution of webs, characteristic of a particular combination of parameter values, which represents a dynamic equilibrium for any particular community.
This result can be contrasted with two null hypotheses. The first is that communities are assembled as a random sample from the frequency distribution of food webs generated by all possible viable combinations of species in the support set. Of the 1785 possible viable combinations, some food webs require a unique combination of taxa (e.g. GG, single combination) whereas others can arise from many combinations (e.g. ABE, 112 combinations). The second null hypothesis is that community assembly is a strictly neutral process in which all possible viable transitions are equally probable. There are 6519 possible transitions from one viable web to another involving the extinction or immigration of a single species. Again, some outcomes are expected to be much more frequent than others; for example, GG can be reached by four and ABE by 464 transitions.
The observed web frequencies are not correlated either with random assemblages (r ¼ 0.14, one-tailed p . 0.05) or with neutral assemblages (r ¼ 0.07, 1-tailed p . 0.05). The frequencies of observed webs differ characteristically from either null hypothesis in being dominated by a few very frequent webs. The rank-abundance curves (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ) clearly show that the observed communities have a minority of extremely abundant webs and a long tail of very rare webs relative to either null hypothesis.
The most frequent outcome of the standard system is AAB, with others (ABE, ABG, BDB, BEG, BGG) occurring at substantial frequencies. These are not isolated, long-lasting outcomes: rather, they form a dynamic core of webs that are continually shifting from one to another through neutral or weakly functional transitions (electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). About two-thirds of all transitions after the early stages of succession involve this dynamic core; others give rise to minority components of the trophic equilibrium.
(b) Trophic structure does not arise from system-level attributes of the community
The longevity of a given web is the average number of cycles over which it persists unchanged, which can be estimated (for webs that are actually observed) from trials in which species invade an initially uninhabited site and community succession is recorded. Alternatively, stability can be estimated as resistance to invasion from experiments in which the community is initiated with a given web and then propagated with recurrent immigration until a new species successfully invades; or it can be estimated as resistance to extinction from experiments in which the community is initiated with a given web and then propagated without immigration until a resident species becomes extinct. The probability that the initial web persists per cycle is then a measure of stability. Longevity and stability are highly correlated, and webs in which competing specialists are protected by frequency-dependent demography (e.g. ACC and BCC) are both the most stable and the longest-lived webs.
Overall abundance (fraction of slots occupied by organisms) and longevity are uncorrelated among communities during succession (electronic supplementary material, figure  S4 ). Both occupancy (r 2 ¼ 0.05) and longevity (r 2 ¼ 0.15) are positively but very weakly correlated with web frequency: the most frequent web (AAB in this case) is mediocre in both respects. Thus, although the support set (e.g. the presence of carnivores or competing specialists) influences the properties of the community it does not enable us to predict the food web.
(c) The community spectrum is predicted by the transition matrix
Estimates of transition probabilities from realizations of the standard system yield good predictions of the frequencies of webs in the trophic equilibrium (r 2 ¼ 0.70; electronic supplementary material, figure S5 ). Very frequent webs and very rare webs are reliably identified. The frequencies of webs in the intermediate zone are poorly predicted, however, with little repeatability between replicate experiments, although the shape of the rank-frequency distribution of these webs is approximately conserved. In itself, this is a purely phenomenological result, leaving the problem of how to predict the transition matrix itself. This is straightforward for very rare webs, which have unexploited resources or prey and are, therefore, particularly vulnerable to invasion: almost all such webs are very rare, and almost all very rare webs belong in this category. Webs with an A or D motif at the producer level, or a D motif at the herbivore level, are always rare. No such obvious criterion can be used to identify the most frequent webs.
(d) Trophic depth is governed by the resource supply rate
Given a rate of resource supply I and a corresponding rate of decomposition D, the fraction of slots occupied by resources in the absence of organisms is I/D. If the maintenance cost in resource units is C per move, then a rare producer can invade if C , I/D. At higher trophic levels the situation is complicated by resources consumed and stored by organisms, but the general principle that invasion requires a surplus of rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20171463 supply over cost continues to hold (electronic supplementary material, Material S2). This implies that the number of trophic levels that can be sustained at a given level of metabolic cost increases with resource supply rate (electronic supplementary material, figure S6 ).
(e) The outcome of succession at a given resource supply rate depends on immigration
The standard system becomes dominated by basal generalists consumed by a chain of predators, giving an AAB web. This never becomes universal, in large part because of frequent reversible transitions between AAB, ABE, BDB, ABG, BEG and BGG ( figure 3 ; electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). Thus, the central element of trophic structure is not a single web but a sustained interchange between several webs, the 'dynamic core', driven by the opposed tendencies of invasion and extinction.
(f ) Local dispersal leads to a simple predictable outcome
The effect of global dispersal will depend in part on the fixed composition of the external species pool. Dispersal between local communities in a metacommunity depends on the frequency of species in the metacommunity, which is liable to change over time. When local communities exchange migrants the outcome of succession will be governed by the principle of mutual replenishment.
Local dispersal has two effects: the variety of webs is reduced and the few webs present are highly repeatable. Provided that the resource supply rate supports a complete community, webs are replaced as dispersal rate increases in the sequence A or B ! AB ! AAB ! ABG ! BGG ( figure 3) . This is not a successional sequence: the characteristic web will continue indefinitely to dominate the community at a given dispersal rate. Moreover, the characteristic web (or mixture of a very few webs) is an equilibrium that is approached both from below (that is, with all sites initially empty) and above (with each site initially occupied by an arbitrary web).
Discussion
When immigrants are drawn from an external pool of fixed composition the transition matrix predicts a diversity of outcomes, because in a finite community no web is a pure sink; all webs are susceptible to change either by invasion or by extinction. Any particular replicate community realizes one of these outcomes stochastically, with characteristic probability predicted by the transition matrix. This is confirmed by simulations which for a given combination of parameter values yield a range of outcomes differing strongly from a random sample, with an excess of very frequent webs and a long tail of webs which are seldom or never observed. Our first prediction is, therefore, that succession from any initial state will lead to a range of food webs, none of which persist indefinitely at any given site.
The transition matrix depends on the two countervailing processes of extinction and invasion. The similarity with the Figure 3 . Frequencies of webs in replicated experiments in relation to global immigration and local dispersal. In naming webs, 'x' is an absence; thus, xxA is a web with a single specialist producer only. C, carnivore; H, herbivore; P, producer. 'Other CHP' here includes components of the dynamic core with all three trophic levels. (Online version in colour).
rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 284: 20171463 theory of island biogeography [26] has been pointed out by Holt [27] . These processes are in turn driven by two inputs that govern extinction and invasion, the resource supply rate and the immigration rate. Systems that have both highresource and high-immigration regimes (for definitions, see electronic supplementary material, Information S2) develop complex trophic structure. Community properties such as productivity and stability vary widely and are related to web topology, despite species being as nearly as possible equivalent except for trophic links. This is consistent with dynamic theories of food webs, and emphasizes that trophic structure has a strong effect on the ecological properties of communities, independently of the extrinsic characteristics of species (see [28, 29] ). This effect, however, has only a limited ability to predict the outcome of succession. Instead, the prevalent web or webs can be predicted in metacommunities, within which local communities exchange migrants, by the principle of mutual replenishment.
Mutual replenishment involves neutral couples of webs linked by invasion and extinction. This does not constitute a neutral theory of trophic structure; indeed, purely random and neutral outcomes are clearly excluded by our results. Neutral couples represent the variation that remains after all functional replacements have been made. There are 38 neutral couples in our study system. If resource supply and dispersal are sufficient to support a full community with all three trophic levels, then the 20 couples involving communities with only one or two trophic levels can be eliminated. Of the remaining 18, 12 involve communities with an unexploited resource or prey that are vulnerable to invasion and, therefore, short-lived. One of the remaining six (ABE $ BGE) has a donor community (ABE) with an inferior producer (same predator but fewer resources than its competitor) and is, therefore, likely to decay (to AAB) through extinction. One of the remaining five is ABC $ BGC, which is a potential outcome. The other four are more complicated because they form a chain of interlocking neutral couples: AAB $ (ABG or BDB) $ BGG. This chain tends to accumulate downstream because there is no donor for AAB, leading to the two outcomes ABG $ BGG and BDB $ BGG. There are thus three potential outcomes: ABC $ BGC, ABG $ BGG and BDB $ BGG. This is resolved in favour of the most productive donor because the shared species it contributes will occupy an increasing fraction of the dispersal pool. Communities with basal generalists (B and G motifs) are generally more productive than communities with basal specialists (C motif ), given an abundant resource supply; and the observed order of productivity in this case is ABG . BDB . ABC (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S4) ; hence the predicted outcome is the neutral couple ABG $ BGG. This couple is found to comprise about 95% of the metacommunity when succession is complete; there is also a small (approx. 2%) proportion of BDB webs.
This result holds for high rates of dispersal. At lower rates extinction is more frequent relative to invasion and the community shifts upstream towards an increasing proportion of AAB $ ABG. At still lower dispersal rates the carnivore level cannot be supported and most communities become AB or AAB; when dispersal is so low that many communities lack organisms altogether the most frequent webs are AB and the single-species producer webs A and B. Limited resource availability has a similar effect.
When all immigrants enter the community from an external pool of fixed composition the principle of mutual replenishment does not hold. A similar but weaker principle, however, identifies the most common webs. The situation can be represented like this: If i ¼ e the community alternates between webs Y and Z. It may instead be invaded by another species from the pool, leading to some other web, which in turn is invaded by a third species, leading to yet another web, and so forth; the community might then exhibit an aperiodic sequence of webs. If web Z is rather resistant to invasion, however, species i may be the only or the most frequent successful invader. Webs Y and Z will then tend to accumulate in a set of isolated communities because Z, being generated by drift from Y, consistently gives rise to Y, whereas other webs do not necessarily have this iterative property. In practice, rather than a simple binary system it might be more likely that a small set of webs forms a neutral interchange network whose members will become the most common webs in a system of isolated communities. The 'dynamic core' of the standard system is such a network, comprising neutral transitions between AAB, ABG, BDB and BGG, as well as mildly dysfunctional invasion to form ABE from AAB and BEG from ABG. These six collectively make up about 25%-40% of all webs at moderate or high immigration rates, and the two or three most frequent webs are always members of the network. At very high immigration rates, where nearly simultaneous double invasions are common, exceptionally invasion-resistant webs such as ACC arise more readily, persist for longer and thus become more frequent, so that the mean longevity of webs steadily increases. This is the outcome predicted by current dynamic theories of the food web. These stable webs, however, seldom if ever make up more than about 5% of all webs. A large proportion of webs under global immigration are merely the transient outcomes of stochastic invasion and extinction.
We have presented a general theory of the food web that flows successively through the definition of the support set, the delineation of null hypotheses as the sets of all possible webs and all possible transitions, the analysis of the transition matrix (if it is known), the designation of the dynamic regime and the identification of neutral couples and neutral interaction networks. This predicts the outcome of succession, based on the principle of mutual replenishment. The theory could readily be tested in laboratory experiments where both the support set and the community scale can be defined, along the lines of the pioneering work of Drake et al. [30] . The outcome of succession is not in general a food web that maximizes, minimizes or optimizes any particular whole-community property. In this respect, mutual replenishment among communities resembles natural selection among individuals, which likewise, in general, does not drive the evolution of greater productivity or stability.
Data accessibility. The computer programs used in this article can be downloaded from http://biology.mcgill.ca/faculty/bell/foodwebs. html.
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